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Purpose:  

 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and analyze the implementation process of 

KANBAN, a lean technique, into a section of Volvo IT (i.e. BEAT). The KANBAN 

implementation into BEAT when ‘resistance for change’ and ‘forces for change’ arise is also 

analyzed. This implementation of KANBAN is equivalent to change taking place in the Volvo 

IT’s operational process. The thesis follows theories and literature on change management 

and lean principles in order to support the research investigation. 

 

Research Question:  

 

How has KANBAN, with respect to change management, been implemented into an IT 

organization for its service production? How has KANBAN changed the operational process 

of the organization? 

 

Method:  

 

The research conducted in the thesis is based on qualitative case study. Focused and in-depth 

interviews, combined with observations, are carried out to obtain the primary data for the case 

study. The collected primary and secondary data stems from the literature reviewed, which 

covers the lean principles, KANBAN, and change management. Moreover, the thesis adopts 

an abductive approach that goes back-and-forth between the theory and the empirical findings 

in order to develop a model. 
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Conclusion:  

 

Due to various factors already existing in the BEAT, minimal resistance to change 

implementation was found to be present in Volvo IT. This finding indicates that change 

initiatives found a way to implementation because the predominance of the ‘forces for 

change’, as compared to, the ‘resistance to change’ is higher in BEAT. The KANBAN 

implementation into the IT service production is identified to be aligned with Volvo IT’s 

change implementation objectives. The visualization of the ‘intangible service’ workflow on 

the Kanban board contributes to identify the source of bottlenecks, which has been removed 

through effective communication in the BEAT team and better linkages between tasks. The 

KANBAN effectively deals with change implementation by modifying the way team 

members work. 
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GLOSSARY 

KANBAN KANBAN literally means ‘signal’, ‘visual card’ or ‘sign board’ in 

Japanese. The term is used to describe the signaling system that is 

an indication for a new order/work or task to be pulled into the 

system (Kniberg, 2011). 

Lean The underlying idea of ‘lean’ is to maximize customer value while 

eliminating waste such as excess of inventory, machine idle time 

and unnecessary process (Womack et al, 1990; Womack and 

Jones, 1994). 

Lean principles Lean principles are to maximize customer value while eliminating 

waste such as excess of inventory, machine idle time and 

unnecessary process (Womack and Jones, 1994). 

Pull system  A method, in order to achieve leanness, that is developed from 

lean principles. Works/tasks are pulled into the production system 

rather than pushed, it is even a part of lean principles (Anderson, 

2010). 

   

ABBREVIATIONS 

[BEAT] Business Evaluation and Analysis Tool  

[IAT]             Internal Administrative Tool 

[IT]             Information Technology 

[TPS]             Toyota Production System 

[VCE]             Volvo Construction Equipment 

[VINST] VISITS New Support Tool 

[VIT]             Volvo Information Technology 

[VPS]              Volvo Production System 

[VPS4IT] Volvo Production System for Information Technology 

[WIP]             Work in Progress
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1 INTRODUCTION  

In this chapter, the overview of this thesis is illustrated in order to familiarize the 

reader to the topic for this research. 

 

1.1 Background 

Information Technology (hereafter IT) has changed the way companies conduct 

business operations by restructuring industries, creating competitive advantages, 

opportunities for new businesses (Porter and Miller, 1985) and changes to the 

marketplace which have led companies to become part of network webs where 

suppliers, competitors, customers and so on are part of it (Ford et al., 2011). While the 

fierce competition of the fast-paced global market has led organizations to turn to the 

IT in search for innovative ways to manage change, stay efficient and lean (Bell and 

Orzen, 2011), the wave of change generated by the development of the IT has 

impacted the IT industry itself and the IT function in organizations. These facts 

overall speak of the key role the IT plays in maintaining a competitive advantage in 

an ever-changing environment. The context laid above has increased the pressure on 

businesses to increase the quality of their offer, become more productive, time 

efficient and cost effective (Abdi, Shavarini, and Hoseini, 2006). Academics and 

practitioners have in this regard suggested the implementation of lean techniques in 

all types of business including IT (Womack and Jones, 1994; Bowen and Youngdahl, 

1998; Demers, 2002; Abdi, Shavarini, and Hoseini, 2006; Corbett, 2007; Bell and 

Orzen, 2011).  

The underlying idea of ‘lean’ is to maximize customer value while eliminating waste 

such as excess of inventory, machine idle time and unnecessary process (Womack et 

al, 1990; Womack and Jones, 1994). By shredding the wastes thus increasing the 

organizational leanness in other words, companies can simultaneously reduce costs, 

optimize the usage of resources, and increase quality of services and products while 

offering them at attractive prices in marketplace at the same time (Abdi, Shavarini, 

and Hoseini, 2006). The lean principles originate from Toyota Production System 

(hereafter; TPS) pioneered by the Japanese auto industry to compensate for the 

shortage of resources and improve the delivery of customer value under the post-

World War II devastation (Abdi, Shavarini, and Hoseini, 2006). During that period 

various lean techniques, such as ‘KANBAN’ for workflow visualization and even-

workload distributions and; ‘5S’ for workplace organization were developed. Over 

time, the success of the lean principles in Japan and in companies like Toyota led 

other companies to their implementation with the hope of achieving success too 

(Abdi, Shavarini, and Hoseini, 2006). Nevertheless, as various studies have reported, 

many companies have failed to successfully implement them and benefit from them 

due to use of faulty change strategies (Bashin, 2012).  
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When it comes to organizational project change, between 60 and 70 percent failure 

rate has been observed since 1970’s (Ashkenas, 2013). One factor that led to the 

failure in the implementation of change is often the lack of a valid framework for 

managing organizational alternations and complications (e.g. forces to change, 

resistance to change) arising from change processes (Todnem, 2005). Therefore, 

while change is an important and necessary process to take place in organizations in 

order for them to stay competitive and survive, the understanding of how to manage 

change in organizations is equally important.  

One organization, which has been involved in the dynamics of market 

internationalization, the advancement of IT, the commonality of lean principles in the 

manufacturing industry and, the spread of lean principles to non-manufacturing 

industries, is Volvo IT (hereafter; VIT). VIT, being a supporting function of the 

Volvo Group, has faced high demand from both related sections of Volvo Group and 

their end-customers, the majority of which are in the automobile industry with the 

purpose of becoming lean given the high degree of leanness in the business industry 

they operate. 

1.2 Volvo IT 

VIT belongs to the Volvo Group which “employs about 112,000 people, has 

production facilities in 20 countries and, sells its products to more than 190 markets” 

(Swedish Chamber of Commerce in China). While providing IT services to the Volvo 

Group and its end-users, VIT has existed as a separate entity. However, with the 

purpose of achieving a higher organizational efficiency and leanness, VIT has become 

a function of AB Volvo since 2012 (VIT internal portal, Sept. 2013). Under these 

circumstances, the thesis’ research by considering the case study of VIT may become 

applicable to an IT function within an organization. 

In October 2011, Olof Persson, the CEO of Volvo Group announced a structural 

change in the organization via an official press release which states that the change is 

justified in order to make the organization more agile and efficient. VIT, he 

comments, would become a support function of Volvo Group under the structural 

change (Volvo Group website, August 2013). Seven month later, in May 2012 Olle 

Högblom, the president at VIT, did an internal announcement about the alignment of 

its organization to Volvo Group. The motives explained by Högblom were consistent 

with what Persson presented previously. By simplifying the whole organization and 

establishing coordination, it aims to increase its leanness and efficiency. Under 

various change programs, those transitions were rolled out through several waves of 

change and finalized by October 2012 (VIT internal portal, Sept. 2013). As a result of 

this change VIT has become a part of ‘Corporate Process & IT’ at AB Volvo that 

carries shared service functions for the entire Volvo Group (refer to Figure 5-1). The 

seven support functions for Volvo Group, at AB Volvo, are shown just under CEO in 

the blue flame, and the eight business areas in Volvo Grop: Group Trucks, Volvo 
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Construction Equipment (hereafter; VCE), Volvo Penta, Buses, Govermental Sales, 

and Volvo Financial Services (Volvo Group, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 1-1; Organizational structure at Volvo Group (Volvo Group, 2012) 

 

Throughout Volvo Group, especially in the manufacturing areas of the businesses 

such as Group Truck, Buses, and VCE, lean techniques have been widely employed 

in decades. In these businesses, KANBAN has also been implemented for monitoring 

capacity and operating pull system smoothly (Volvo Group internal portal). The first 

initiations of lean implementation in VIT occurred for IT application development 

and project control in 2010. Furthermore, the first KANBAN in VIT was 

implemented for satisfying a customer’s request that was improved efficiency and 

lowered the cost by twenty percent. After the successful outcome of this first 

implementation, KANBAN has been promoted within VIT (Jonsson, 2013, pers. 

comm., 5 & 13 Feb.). 

 

1.2.1 Volvo Production System for IT 

Volvo Production System (hereafter; VPS) has been developed for lean production 

and has shared underlying principles with TPS as many other manufacturing 

companies have done. At the same time, VPS has been tailored for Volvo Group 

creating better fits to the organizational situation and needs (Nyström and Söderström, 

2009) aiming for higher value creation through elimination of wastes in the existing 

workflow at Volvo Group  (Volvo Group’s internal portal, August 2013). Lean 
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principles emphasize on optimizing both production and operational processes, and 

VPS is not an exception thus it requires commitments from all businesses and 

individuals in Volvo Group for cultivating higher values through VPS. The offerings 

of VIT, however, are mostly services rather than physical products what VPS is 

originally created for. There needs for the adjustment of VPS existed when applying it 

to VIT, this explains why Volvo Production System for IT has been created. 

The main goal of Volvo Production System for IT (hereafter; VPS4IT) is creating 

higher efficiency in VIT’s offerings. Quality improvement, shorter lead-times, and 

eliminating waste that create inefficiency, are some of the task targeted. (Volvo 

Group’s internal portal, July 2013) For the purpose of continuous improvements, 

VPS4IT is planning to provide a means in employee’s knowledge management. 

Through the communication platform, employees could share information efficiently 

and avoid wasting time daily, thus may increase productivity from bottom-up, rather 

than top-down. The implementation of VPS4IT will roll out as several six-month 

projects over three to four years, and a central VPS4IT team will be in charge of 

supporting this change scheme. In this implementation of lean techniques, managers 

and employees will be largely involved from participation for the new operational 

system design to continuous improvements of the system. (VIT internal portal, 

August 2013) Three teams around the world have been selected for the initial sixteen-

week pilot programs: Gothenburg, Sweden; Wroclaw, Poland; and Curitiba, Brazil. 

Results from this experiment will influence the further implementation of VPS4IT in 

VIT. The pilot program is in the analysis phase and the results are being evaluated. 

(VIT internal portal, September 2013) 

 

1.2.2 BEAT  

VIT provides services to BEAT which stands for Business Evaluation and Analysis 

Tool (hereafter; BEAT). It is also a name of data warehouse used by customer support 

teams worldwide at VCE. The main functions of BEAT are: 1) a data warehouse that 

extract sales data and applications from the VCE’s systems at customer support teams 

around the world and store them. 2) A report tool that can be standardized or 

customized depending on needs. (VIT internal portal) The system is mainly used as a 

support function for VCE’s ‘aftermarket’ business, by managing the sales data of its 

past, present, and future forecast. (BEAT internal portal, July 2013)  

 

1.3 Problem Statement  

Within the IT organizations, where fierce competition has increased due to 

globalization, organizational leanness has become crucial to improve customer value 
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creation and even the survival of businesses. For companies and supportive functions 

like VIT, which have customers from the automobile manufacturing industry around 

the world, leanness is an attribute that must be practiced. Some characteristics of the 

IT sector, however, do not help organizations to achieved efficiency maximization. 

Since the quality of customer contributions affects the quality of services created, 

customer participation to co-production of service is a remarkable and challenging 

factor when offering services in comparison to providing physical products (Fließ and 

Kleinaltenkamp, 2004). Moreover, the compatibility between a service provider and 

its service users can also create efficiency or inefficiency as the co-production 

progresses. Bell and Orzen (2011) asserts that the IT language is often a cause of 

miscommunication between an IT service provider and its service users and it can 

result in inefficient service production. Additional barriers that tend to generate 

inefficiencies in the IT organizations have to do with the eroding of users’ value: 

system complexity, the tendency of slow respond to high-priority requests, a 

technical-focused perspective rather than observing the entire business, system 

fragmentations, inadequate data for decision making, and a non-standardized system 

of work.  

VIT, as an IT service provider for the users in the manufacturing industry around the 

world, also experiences efficiency problems. For instance, Volvo Construction 

Equipment (hereafter; VCE) has been complaining about the long lead-time existed 

on the service co-production between VIT. In order to solve this problem VIT 

implements KANBAN, a lean technique widely used in the manufacturing industry. 

As compared to the manufacturing industry, in the service and IT industries the rate of 

lean technique induction is still low (Corbett, 2007; Piercy and Rich, 2009a, 2009b). 

For VIT the implementation of KANBAN (i.e. change process) is inevitable since it 

wants to be in synergy with its service user. If change processes largely influence the 

outcome (Todnem, 2005), how VIT implements KANBAN affects the quality of its 

services and organizational efficiency.  

 

1.4 Research Question 

How has KANBAN, with respect to change management, been implemented into an 

IT organization for its service production? How has KANBAN changed the 

operational process of the organization? 

 

 

1.5 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and analyze the implementation process of 

KANBAN, a lean technique, into a section of Volvo IT (i.e. BEAT). The KANBAN 

implementation into BEAT when ‘resistance for change’ and ‘forces for change’ arise 
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is also analyzed. This implementation of KANBAN is equivalent to change taking 

place in the Volvo IT’s operational process. The thesis follows theories and literature 

on change management and lean principles in order to support the research 

investigation. 

 

 

1.6 Scope 

Among all other lean techniques, KANBAN is the one studied in this thesis. 

KANBAN is widely used in the manufacturing industry, and has recently spread to 

the service industry including the IT. This thesis specifically focuses on the 

KANBAN implementation into the IT function (i.e. VIT) of an organization (i.e. 

Volvo Group) in order to conduct a concrete investigation within a limited timeframe. 

In addition to it, a specific service called BEAT is studied in this thesis. The BEAT 

team consists of employees from both VIT (the IT service producer) and VCE (the IT 

service user). 

Although VIT currently plays the role of the IT function for the entire Volvo Group, it 

has existed as an independent IT company for a period of time. Thus, in this thesis, 

the ‘IT organization’, ‘IT company’ and ‘IT function’ concepts are used 

interchangeably. Given that lean techniques have their roots in the automobile 

manufacturing industry, a brief history of lean principles in the manufacturing 

industry is provided in Appendix. Nonetheless, the discussion of all existing lean 

techniques is outside the scope of the thesis.   

 

1.7 Target Audience 

This thesis targets a variety of audiences including scholars and students interested in 

researching the implementation of lean techniques, from the perspective of change 

management, into the IT service environment. Because of the literature review, the 

insights and information of an IT organization obtained along the research 

investigation, business students who may be unfamiliar with the terminology of lean 

principles would benefit from this thesis. The learning of this KANBAN 

implementation process for the IT service production would deliver valuable 

knowledge to practitioners in the service industry, with induction of lean principles.   
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this chapter, the underlying idea of lean principles is explained. Then the selected 

theories in change management are explained. 

 

2.1 Change Management 

Moran and Brightman define change management as ‘the process of continually 

renewing an organization’s direction, structure, and capabilities to serve the ever-

changing needs of external and internal customers’ (cited by Todnem, 2005: p. 369-

80). When the external and internal forces push the organization for change its 

capacity for management of change leads to either success or failure.  

Organizational change has been defined as “the process by which organizations move 

from their present state to some desired future state to increase their effectiveness” 

(Jones, 2004: p.301). Therefore, organizational change and organizational strategy 

cannot be separated from each other (Todnem, 2005). The organizational change aims 

for optimizing resource allocations and utilizations, and consequently it realize higher 

organizational value thus higher returns to its stakeholders (Jones, 2004). While 

change provides opportunities to grow, some literature (Abrahamson, 2000; Carnall, 

2007) depicts organizational change as difficult, disruptive and painful. If change is 

difficult and disruptive that may tear organizations apart, then why organizations 

undertake change? In this regard Kanter et al. (as cited in Kulvisaechana, 2001) 

asserts that internal and external forces drive organizational change by influencing the 

needs, implying that organizations change out of necessity. 

There are various forces that impel organizations to change or obstruct change. Lewin 

(as cited by George and Jones, 2005; and Carnall, 2007) states that, sets of forces for 

change and resistance exist always opposing to each other in an organization. The 

organization can be described as being in a state of inertia when these two opposing 

forces are in balance. In this case, it is necessary to strengthen ‘forces for change’ thus 

weaken ‘resistance to change’ comparatively for change enforcement (George and 

Jones, 2005). Some studies (Duck, 1993; Garvin and Roberto, 2005; Ford and Ford, 

2009) claim that extensive communication can mitigate ‘resistance to change’. 

Additionally, Robbins and Judge (2012) suggest that support systems (e.g. 

counseling, and new skill training) for the employees may facilitate change from the 

current state to the desired one.  

 

2.2 ‘Forces for Change’ and ‘Resistance to Change’ 

Jones (2004: p. 567-70) identifies five major forces for change: firstly, competitions 

prompt organizations undertake change, for instance, to achieve competitive 
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advantage (e.g. in price, quality, or innovation). Secondly, economic and political 

conditions constantly influence the way we do business. Thirdly, the first two factors 

mentioned earlier drive business to go global. Market expansions to foreign countries 

create not only opportunities but also challenges to adjust to the new markets. They 

may require reformulation of the organizational structure and re-establishment of 

work environment for employees with diverse backgrounds. Fourthly, changes in 

demographic characters of workforce and social issues (e.g. increasing number of 

female workforce, needs for paternity leave, or highly educated employees) affect 

ways how organizations manage their human resources to achieve competitive 

advantage and organizational effectiveness. Lastly, ethical issues (e.g. customer’s 

increasing interests in environmentally sustainable business) also shape business 

strategies.  

No company can afford to stay static but is involved in change as “all companies are 

dependent for their survival and development on their relationships with their 

suppliers, customers, distributors, co-developers, and others”. “No business 

relationship exists in isolation” (Ford et al., 2011, p.5); we all exist on webs of 

networks. In another words, if an organization alters its business operation, it creates a 

need to change and causes reactions throughout its web of network. Consequently, 

even those who hold large market shares have to change under the influence of 

competitors, customers, suppliers and changing market environments (Ford et al, 

2011). 

Because change involves uncertainties and threats the current stability (Robbins and 

Judge, 2012), we human seem to be “inherently resistant to change” (Carnall, 2007: p. 

3). At an organizational level, power games and conflicts may occur along a change 

process as change often benefits some parts of an organization at costs of others, thus 

creates a ‘resistance to change’. Furthermore, each function and division has a partial 

view on their organizational activities, thus they often cannot see all forces for the 

change. Organizational norm and culture can also hinder change, as an anxiety of 

losing a ‘comfort zone’ arises. Informal norms (e.g. ways to interact among team 

members) in groups may cause a resistance to change at a group level. Changes often 

alternate tasks and role relationships in groups, which eventually leads to disruption 

of the informal norms. Then group cohesion may react and obstruct the change 

process. At individual level, the uncertainty caused by changes in organizations 

creates inertia and un-cooperative attitudes. Even if the overall aim of change is 

attractive for the organization itself, for instance, new role relationships, newly 

created tasks or termination of employment may be unwanted by individual 

employees (Jones, 2004: p. 306-308). These varieties of factors exist as hindrances 

against change.    
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2.3 Process of Change Implementation 

In the implementation of change measures, while a few organizations reap the 

benefits of organizational change, a few other experience disastrous outcomes and the 

majority fall into somewhere in between (Kotter, 1996). Balogun and Hailey (as cited 

in Todnem, 2005, p. 46) claim that failure rate of change program implementations 

can be around seventy percent. Although these two findings seem to not agree on the 

rate, it is clear that the success rate of change implementations is low. Various studies 

show that the poor success rate of change implementation is rooted from a lack of 

valid framework to manage challenging yet crucial organizational alternations. 

However, it is argued that some authors provide practical guidelines for change 

implementation, and Kotter’s eight-step model for change is considered one of them 

(Todnem, 2005). 

Kotter (1996) asserts that a successful organizational change can be completed by 

following the eight-step model and by avoiding common pitfalls during the transition 

period. Skipping a step for speeding up the progress of change actually deters the 

organization from a success.  

The following steps describe Kotter’s guidelines for change implementation:  

1) Creating a sense of urgency. When complacency takes place in an 

organization, the employees become satisfied with the status quo. It hinders 

the implementation of change, as it is difficult to get the employees out of the 

comfort zone without any reasons. Then, by lowering complacency (i.e. 

through a crisis, or by listening to external actors such as clients), the 

organization may raise a sense of urgency.  

2) Making a strong alliance. In the current business environment where the rate 

of change is greater than ever, nobody can see every detail of business nor 

make effective decisions for change alone. Then, a guiding coalition for 

change is essential. Four required characteristics for coalition members are: 

‘position power, expertise, credibility, and leadership’ (Kotter, 1996, p.57).  

3) Designing an effective vision and strategy for change. By providing focus, the 

vision and strategy lay the truck for the employees to take.  

4) Communicating the vision effectively. When effective communication takes 

place, the vision fosters throughout the organization thus in the employees’ 

minds. Simplicity, repetition, multiple communication tools and two-ways 

communication are key ingredients for effective communication. Also, 

explaining about inconsistent messages can be an opportunity to avoid 

misunderstanding or to review the strategy.  

5) Empowering employees align with the vision, while eliminating blocking 

factors (e.g. ineffective organizational structure, or too little information about 

the change pilot) to change.  
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6) Calling a short-term win. By giving recognitions to change efforts, a sense of 

accomplishment raises and it motivates the employees staying in focus and 

even go further.  

7) Integrating improvements into the system for continuous change. Even after a 

short win, it is not difficult to slip back as change disablers are seeking for 

chance.  

8) Embedding new approaches into organizational culture. At the end of the 

change process, organizational culture and norms are reconstructed based on 

positive change outcomes. By unifying the lesson learnt from the change with 

the organizational culture is important as it prevents reverse behaviors to the 

old state (Kotter, 1996). These eight steps are illustrated in Figure 2-1.  

 

Figure 2-1: Kotter's eight-step model for change (adapted from Kotter, 1996) 

 

2.4 Lean Principles 

In this era of globalization where the social and economic spheres are constantly 

changing (Lyle, 2012), increasing mobility, commonality of interests (Marquardt, as 

cited in Lyle, 2012), IT and empowered customers (Constantinides, 2008; Bell and 

Orzen, 2011) keep on challenging companies to transform in order to stay competitive 

(Lyle, 2012). Consequently, these external pressures have led companies to focus on 

how much their processes are lean for customer value maximization while eliminating 

wastes, regardless of the industry they operate in (Abdi, Shavarini, and Hoseini, 

2006).  

8. Embedding New Approaches into the Organizational Culture 

7. Integrating Improvements into the System for Contiuous 
Improvement 

6. Calling a Short-Term Win 

5. Empowering Emloyees Align with the Vision 

4. Communicating the Vision Effectively 

3. Designing an Effective Vision & Strategy 

2. Making a Strong Alliance 

1. Creating a Sense of Urgency 
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The following five pivotal doctrines have been identified as lean principles (Womack 

and Jones, 1994):  

1) Determination of customer value: involving the definition of value in offerings 

from a customer perspective. 

2) Identification of the streamlined value: mapping and visualization of how the 

streamlined value is delivered. This procedure is then used for waste detection 

throughout the stream. 

3) Coordination: providing assurance that the streamlined value flows faultlessly. 

The removal of buffers (i.e. wastes) such as excess of inventory and idle time 

is also an important element in the search for increased efficiency. 

4) Pull system: instead of using a push system by serving customers from stock 

or buffers, products and services just demanded by them are delivered. 

5) Strive for perfection: continuous evaluation and analysis of the status quo 

takes place here. Perfection is constantly sought through everlasting 

improvements of processes and systems according to the above aspects. 

With the last doctrine of ‘striving for perfection’, Womack and Jones (1994) assert 

the need of enrooting ‘lean thinking’ within organization for continuous learning and 

improvement. It is argued that lean thinking plays a central role on contouring 

operational processes and nourishing organizations (Shook, 2010). Underlying these 

doctrines of lean principles, various lean techniques have been developed and 

adjusted for each non-identical company’s needs (Hines et al. as cited in Bashin, 

2012). 

 

2.5 KANBAN 

Among many lean techniques, KANBAN is one of the major ones developed for pull 

system, where products/ services are pulled into the production system by responding 

to customer’s demand  (Anderson, 2010). ‘KANBAN’ literally means ‘sign board’, 

‘visual card’, ‘signal’ or ‘sign’. Each Kanban card represents a piece of work and is 

moved throughout the production system. In this paper, we will use ‘KANBAN’ (with 

capital letters) to describe the whole system and, ‘Kanban’ (e.g. ‘Kanban’ cards and 

‘Kanban’ board for signal cards and a board respectively) (with lower letters) to 

illustrate the workflow in KANBAN system. Kanban cards in a pull system are used 

as a visualized management tool to communicate order details (e.g. What to produce? 

When? What about quantity? How should it be delivered?) received from customers 

(Kniberg, 2011). When using KANBAN, a Work-In-Progress (hereafter; WIP) is a 

common terminology for an existed task in a workflow. Each WIP is shown with a 

kanban card in KANBAN, and used to visualize the workload distribution or 

bottlenecks exist in the workflow.   
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Anderson (2010) identifies five elements found in successful implementations of 

KANBAN: 1) workflow visualization, 2) a limited number of WIP in the production 

system, 3) process observation and workflow management, 4) explicit policy in the 

production system, and 5) usage of models to identify opportunities for further 

improvements. He also provides an eight-step guideline for a KANBAN 

implementation in a manufacturing environment when seven-steps are identified in an 

IT environment (Pham and Pham, 2011). These two finding suggest that a KANBAN 

could be implemented in a different manner based on a setting (e.g. industry 

characteristics or type of products/ services) (refer to Table 2-1). One of the major 

differences between KANBAN in a manufacturing environment and that of IT is that 

Kanban cards in IT indicate the available capacity for new WIP in the service 

production system and make intangible-services tangibles and visualize the flow of 

operational process. Depending on the work capacity a maximum number of Kanban 

cards in the system are set. Meaning, unless there is a free Kanban card, no new work 

will be pulled in the system. (Anderson, 2010) 

Table 2-1: Process of KANBAN implementation (adapted from Anderson, 2010; and Pham and Pham, 

2011) 

Manufacturing 
(Anderson, 2010) 

Information Technology 
(Pham and Pham, 2011) 

1. Identifying all the necessary material. 1. Define and visualize the current workflow. 

2. Categorize the materials.  2. Grasp the current situation (e.g. lead time). 

3. Identifying the amount to be available. 3. Identify bottlenecks. 

4. Identifying the quantity of records. 4. Establish a new service level agreement and 

policies 

5. Effectively position the materials in the parts 

room. 

5. Limit the numbers of work-in-progress. 

6. Sorting, Stabilizing, Shinning, Standardize and 

Sustain the formerly mentioned “S”s. 

6. Analyze the newly established condition (e.g. 

measuring lead times.)  

7. Placing labels on designated items. 7. Work on continuous improvement.  

8. Printing out KANBAN cards and placing them 

nearby each item. 

 

 

Various practitioners confirm that KANBAN is a useful system in the way it 

addresses obstacles and wastes by detecting bottlenecks in organizations. 

Additionally, KANBAN allows users modify the system depending on their needs 

and situations, thus serves well by offering solutions to each unique problem existing 

in organizations. (Anderson, 2010) This flexibility for empowering users is one 

common element in lean principles. KANBAN, based on the lean doctrines, strives 

for perfection and continuously works on the optimization of processes and change. 

Anderson (2010) asserts that it is not recommended to change the workflows, the 

names of subset works and their required work but the numbers of WIPs in the system 

as well as the ways to interact with customers or parties that an IT function supports. 

Documentation of the pre-KANBAN period plays an important role when evaluating 
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the post-KANBAN period. By defining the existing workflow every activity is 

illustrated and it becomes easy to identify bottlenecks in the flow.  

In Figure 2-2 a standard Kanban board is shown with a workflow indicator. Each 

column represents an activity performed in each stage. WIPs (i.e. Task A, B, and C) 

are written on the Kanban cards. 

 

Backlog Analysis Development Test Release Complete 

 In Progress Done In Progress Done In Progress Done   
 

Task 

A 
 

 

Task 

B 
 

    

 

  

Task 

C 
 

 

 

Figure 2-2: A standard Kanban board (inspired by Anderson, 2010; and Kniberg, 2011) 

 

As WIPs move from left to right, they send different messages to people in the 

workflow system. For instance, a Kanban card in ‘Done’ under ‘Analysis’ means it is 

ready for the developers to work on it. Once a developer starts to tuckle on the task, 

the card is moved to ‘In Progress’ under ‘Development’. When the task is done in the 

subset of required work, it is moved to right column and eventually the work is reach 

to completion. As no organization is the same but unique, subsets of work (i.e. 

‘Backlog’, ‘Analysis’, ‘Development’, ‘Test’, and ‘Release’ in Figure 2-2) required 

are different depending on the business situation. Thus defining tasks required for 

each company or each business function is essential for successful KANBAN 

implementation. Current workflow observation and analysis, and wastes removal are 

prerequisites for the task definition. (Anderson, 2010; Kniberg, 2011)  

According to Anderson (2011) the IT organizations can avoid overload-work 

problems by setting WIP limits. Therefore, WIP limits may mitigate low productivity, 

stress and conflict among workers and unhappy customer as a result of a long lead-

time. The level of WIP limits depends on the capacity and resources (i.e. numbers of 

workers, technology settings etc.) of the IT organization. Some studies indicate that 

not setting WIP limits leads to a little success, if not total failures, in KANBAN 

implementation. In Yahoo!’s case, KANBAN implementation with no-limits WIP 

ended up with a disappointment as many functions discontinued working with 

KANBAN after experiencing no improvements in their operation processes. 

(Anderson, 2011) 

 

Workflow 
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2.6 Change Management and IT Company 

Faced with intensified competition in changing markets, organizations are turning to 

the IT companies as partners to manage change. In ever-changing marketplace, the IT 

service has become a vital role for sustaining competitive advantages (Bell and Orzen, 

2011). Manufacturing companies like Volvo have benefitted from IT by using it for 

their ordering or billing systems, and have made their operational processes leaner. IT 

has changed the way companies do business, by restructuring industries, creating 

competitive advantages, and creating opportunities for new businesses (Porter and 

Millar, 1985). However, on the law of the web of network where a change eventually 

influences all, the IT organizations too faces competitions like others thus change is 

also a part of its life.  

As overseeing not only IT organizations but also the service sector as a whole, the 

sector is now struggling to achieve the two opposing goals of increasing service 

quality and reducing costs (Piercy and Rich, 2009a). Various researches have 

proposed the applicability of lean techniques beyond the manufacturing industry, 

including the service sector (Womack and Jones, 1994; Demers, 2002; Swank, 2003; 

Abdi, Shavarini, and Hoseini, 2006; Corbett, 2007; Bell and Orzen, 2011). Yet, the 

applications of lean techniques have been limited to supply chain management and 

healthcare where movements of physical entities, such as products and patients, exist 

(Abdi, Shavarini, and Hoseini, 2006; Jones and Mitchell, 2007; Piercy and Rich, 

2009a, 2009b) and the most part of service industry have remain largely untested 

(Corbett, 2007; Piercy and Rich, 2009a, 2009b). Due to the unique elements of 

service such as heterogeneity and intangibility, standardization is difficult contrary to 

manufacturing assembly (Staats and Upon, 2011). Moreover, a series of ‘input-

transformation-output’ movements of intangibles is a primary nature in service 

production (Hill as cited in Piercy and Rich, 2009b), and these are considered as an 

obstacle when applying lean techniques. It is argued, however, that the workflow 

visualization is possible by following a customer’s encounter with a service provider 

from start to finish (Shostack, as cited in Piercy and Rich, 2009b), so is waste 

elimination. By making intangibles to tangibles through visualization, service sector 

including the IT organizations may benefit from the implementation of lean 

principles.   

As a support function, it is critical for the IT organizations to establish synchronicity 

with their customers otherwise efficient and responsive IT services may not be 

delivered. The IT language is often blamed as barrier to the synchronicity as the 

unfamiliar IT terminologies may result in a cause of miscommunication (Bell and 

Orzen, 2011). Fließa and Kleinaltenkamp (2004) state that customer participation to 

co-production of service is the most remarkable and challenging factor. By following 

the logic, a miscommunication between an IT organization and its customer can 

create further inefficiency as the service co-production progresses. From service 

providers’ stand point, Hoffman and Bateson (as cited in Fließa and Kleinaltenkamp, 

2004) assert that increasing customer contribution may result in increasing efficiency 
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since some of the tasks are transferred from providers to customer. Yet, there are risks 

of increasing costs, time and tasks generated by delayed or unqualified customer 

contributions. Accordingly, the demand towards the provider’s service management 

may increase. Various studies have identified the significance of customer 

contributions to the service co-production in following ways: 1) customer 

contributions related to information delivery influences the quality of service 

produced. 2) Delayed customer contribution may create bottlenecks. Capacity 

problems in service production then may occur and cause a risk of an overall delay of 

service deliveries. 3) Delayed as well as unqualified customer contributions may 

create additional costs (Fließa and Kleinaltenkamp, 2004). 

Some additional barriers that deter the IT organizations from customer value 

maximization are: system complexity and fragmentations, slow responses to high-

priority requests, and a technology-centered perspective (Bell and Orzen, 2011). IT 

organizations are often overloaded, complex, volatile (Bell and Orzen, 2011) and 

operational processes are poorly organized which may result in rework thus has 

inefficient productivity (Kindler, Krishnakanthan, and Tinaikar, 2007). Some asserts 

that lean principles may provide solutions to this industry, however, the IT sector has 

received a little attention from academics and practitioners in terms of the 

implementation of lean principles as compare to the manufacturing industry (Bell and 

Orzen, 2011).  

Based on the logic in this chapter, lean manufacturing companies like Volvo have a 

need for better linkage with their IT service providers to become leaner, as the linkage 

or coordination is one element to establish competitive advantages (Porter and Miller, 

1985). These manufacturing companies may require their business partners (i.e. 

suppliers and customers) to strive for leanness. Porter and Miller (1985) once 

commented “…the question is when and how [the impact of IT] will strike. 

Companies that anticipate the power of information technology will be in control of 

events. Companies that do not respond will be forced to accept changed that others 

initiate and will find themselves at a competitive disadvantage”. By following the law 

of the web of network, we could substitute ‘the impact of IT’ for ‘the impact of lean 

principles’. Then, the late lean-adapters would “end up playing the difficult and 

expensive game of catch-up ball” (McFarlen, 1984). 

 

2.7 Change Management and Lean Principles 

Lean principles including Kanban are known as one of change programs. While 

companies like Toyota have benefitted from these change programs and established 

their market shares internationally (Womack et al, 1990; and Liker, 2004), the success 

rate of change implementation is low (Kotter, 1996; Balogun and Hailey, as cited in 

Todnem, 2005, p.46). As a reason why change programs fail, Beer, Eisenstat and 

Spector (1990) point to organization-wide ‘one-size-fits-all’ programs with their 
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preliminary focuses on changing in organizational attitudes and culture. “Most change 

programs don’t work because they are guided by a theory of change that is 

fundamentally flawed…Change in attitudes, the theory goes, lead to changes in 

individual behavior. And changes in individual behavior, repeated by many people, 

will result in organizational change. According to this model, change is like a 

conversion experience. Once people “get religion,” changes in their behavior will 

surely follow. This theory gets the change process exactly backward (Beer, Eisenstat 

and Spector, 1990, p.5). In the same token, Shook (2010) asserts that the process of 

effective change indeed occurs the other way around – changing ways of how 

employees work influence organizational culture, not the inverse. Alternations of 

employees’ behaviors are essential under the implementation of lean principles, as it 

requires a consistent vision for leanness based on the five doctrines such as waste 

elimination and continuous improvements (Bashin, 2012). 

Based on the experience of observing the successful implementation of TPS into one 

part of General Mortors, Shook (2010) states that lean principles which are “all 

designed around making it easy to see problems, easy to solve problems, and easy to 

learn from mistakes” (p.68) provided the employees practical solutions to work on 

problems, guided them to changes in behaviors and taught ‘act the way to think’, and 

eventually changed their attitudes. In contrast, the one-size-fits-all programs can be 

described as change initiatives that cover “nobody and nothing particularly well” 

(Beer, Eisenstat, and Spector, 1990, p.7). No function or division in organizations is 

identical, each of them faces different problems thus problem-solvers adjusted for 

them required. Any changes will not be accepted if they are not aligned with 

organizations (Hines et al. as cited in Bashin, 2012), and the same logic applies to a 

functional or a divisional level. 

 

2.8 Research Model 

By combining the case studies’ information and theories discussed earlier, a research 

model (refer to Figure 2-3) is formulated. The ‘forces for change’, the ‘resistance of 

change’ and the factors acting as motivators or obstacles for change implementation 

through KANBAN, are analyzed. Based on Kotter’s change implementation eight-

step model, the thesis examines the change process of an IT organization through 

KANBAN. Under the awareness that the eight-step model is a normative, we have 

chosen to use it as a descriptive tool to analyze, in a detailed manner, the process of 

change implementation. The effects of the KANBAN implementation in the three 

change process phases (i.e. the pre-KANBAN period, the implementation period, and 

the post-KANBAN period) are discussed 
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Figure 2-3: The research model for the thesis 'KANBAN implementation from change management 

perspective: a case study of Volvo IT (own design) 
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3 METHOD 

This chapter gives an outline of the methods used for choosing the topic, literature, 

framework, data collection and analysis. 

 

3.1 Selection of Topic  

The selection of case can be straight forward if the researcher has already a case on 

hand (Yin, 2009). The case for this thesis was also selected based on suggestions and 

recommendations from VIT plus the accessibility of one of the authors of the paper to 

both internal documentations and employees as she works for VIT. The other author 

has completed courses in production and logistics and has observed the lean 

techniques implemented at a factory of VCE, and is therefore familiar with the 

terminologies of lean principles. Despite the fact that potential research questions 

were raised from VIT, the authors of this paper decided to discard them after a 

preliminary investigation through casual interviews and internal information search. 

Simultaneously, literature review around lean principles and KANBAN were 

performed. As following Fisher (2007), various factors such as interest and relevance, 

topic adequacy, and accessibility to information, were considered in the phase of this 

topic selection. 

Based on the preliminary investigation and the literature review, the research focus 

was narrowed down to ‘change management and lean principles in the IT company’. 

Then the title of this research has been formulated as “KANBAN implementation 

from change management perspective”. 

 

3.2 Research Approach and Strategy  

A case study examines a phenomenon in its real life context. For conducting 

experiment study, five components of a research design are important when 

conducting such an experiment study: research question, proposition if any, unit or 

units of analysis, the logic which links the data to the proposition and interpreting 

criteria of the findings (Yin, 2009). Schramm (1971, as cited in Yin, 2009, p.17) 

asserts that the main intention of case studies is an illumination of a decision, going 

deeper to know and explain why these decisions are taken and how are they 

implemented and in some cases what the results have been.  

Neither inductive nor deductive approaches adequately fit the methodology 

implemented in the thesis. As a result, the thesis adopts an abductive approach that 

mixes both, the inductive and deductive approaches. The abductive approach, when 

constructing a model, is characterized for going back-and-forth between theories and 

empirical findings (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill, 2007). 
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3.3 Choice of Theories 

The theories used for this paper are chosen after the extensive literature review 

conducted. ‘Lean principles’, ‘lean production system’, ‘lean IT’, ‘lean principles and 

the service industry’, ‘KANBAN’, ‘change management’, and ‘organizational 

change’ have been used as the keywords for the literature search on academic articles 

and books for practitioners.  ABI/INFORM Global, EMERALD, JSTOR and LIBRIS 

have been used for literature search. The authors of this thesis also looked into Diva 

to see the trend of the related subject in the recent years. Then, under the constraints 

of resources (e.g. information accessibility and availability, and the expectations from 

VIT), following four underlying ideas for this study are selected: 1) resistance to 

change, 2) forces to change, 3) lean principles, and 4) Kotter’s eight-step for change 

implementation.  

Lean principles are often used as the theoretical background for engineering studies, 

yet they are often seen as tools in business studies dealing with leanness. The thesis, 

in this regard, uses lean principles as a theoretical framework because of the vision it 

provides towards organizational leanness as a competitive advantage. 

 

3.4 Data Collection  

Because of the nature of case study, data collection plays a critical role in this 

research. Primary data collection through overt observation, semi-structured and less 

structured interviews are conducted. The questionnaire is designed with respect to the 

literature review done in the field of change management and lean principles in IT.  

 

3.4.1 Interviews 

According to Yin, case study interviews may be of three main types. First type is in-

depth interview in which the interviewees are asked about facts as well as their 

opinion about the subject; this kind of interview might happen in several sittings and 

in a longer period of time. A second type of case study interview is a focused 

interview where the session is shorter and the interviewer should follow a certain set 

of questions which are prepared earlier but still let the interviewee to feel comfortable 

in a conversational mannered interview. The last type is characterized as most similar 

interview to formal survey interviews, the results of such interviews are normally 

quantitative (Yin, 2009, p.106).  

For this study, the authors had the chance to do several interviews due to the fact that 

one of the authors works in VIT and has access to interviewees much easier compared 
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to other researchers who should make efforts to come in contact with people in 

different organizations and make appointments with them. There have been two types 

of interview conducted with two different goals. 

The first type of interview was ‘in-depth interviews’ which Yin (2009) introduces. 

The interviews were conducted in order to have an open and deep discussion and 

gather information, overview and references for further investigations and secondary 

data. The informant in this case was Anders Jonsson who introduced KANBAN to 

VIT in 2010. He was interviewed twice – 5 February, 2013 by telephone and 13 

February 2013 face-to-face. Each interview lasted 30 minutes. The aims of this in-

depth interview were 1) to collect the background information of the KANBAN 

history of in VIT, and 2) find out about next steps into the investigations and decide 

about the rest of the interviewees.  

The second type of interview is ‘focused-interviews’ with the people who were 

involved in implementation of KANBAN in BEAT. All of these interviews are 

conducted by face to face. The interview questions are available in Appendix I. Kvale 

(1996) categorizes the questions asked during an interview into nine different types: 

1) introducing, 2) follow up, 3) proving, 4) specifying, 5) direct, 6) indirect, 7) 

structuring, 8) silence and 9) interpreting questions. The second semi-constructed 

interviews include the nine characteristics that Kvale identifies. Anette Högberg is the 

first informant of the focused interviews who is Service Delivery Manager for BEAT, 

in other words, she is responsible for the services offered by VIT to BEAT users at 

VCE. Högberg got interviewed three times – 6 February, 2013, 25 March 2013 and 6 

June 2013 all three of the interviews were face-to-face. Eva Ivarsson who is on the 

other hand BEAT responsible at VCE, whose role is called as Business Solution 

Leader for BEAT, is interviewed twice – 22 April 2013 and 6 May 2013. The 

interviews with Ivarsson took place face-to-face as well. Mikael Stranskey who used 

to have Högberg’s roll in the past is considered as both Support personal and 

Application Developer in BEAT delivery team at VIT. He got interviewed face-to-

face on 7
th

 of May 2013. Monica Lindblom who is BEAT key user at VCE was also 

interviewed face-to-face on May 6
th

 2013. She is also one of the people who has been 

with BEAT team from the beginning of process of implementation of KANBAN and 

participates in the weekly meetings as well. 

 

3.4.2 Questionnaire Design 

In order to evaluate the operational process in the BEAT service co-production, 

during the three phases of change process (i.e. the pre-KANBAN, the implementation 

period, and the post-KANBAN period), the interview questions are designed (refer to 

Appendix). Those interview questions aims to answer the research question of the 

thesis (refer to page 6), while keeping the connections with the theories that have 

specifically chosen for this case study.    
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Table 3-1: Focused interview questions in relation to the research questions 

Q1. Who are you and what is your role in the BEAT delivery? 

The role in the BEAT team is checked, in order to investigate if the understood role of BEAT varies 

depending on the member's role. 

Q2. What is BEAT in your eyes? 

Each member's understanding on BEAT is checked, in order to investigate if the shared vision exists 

and if the role in the team influences the vision obtained. 

Q3. How long have you been working with BEAT? 

The time duration in the BEAT service production is checked, to validate each member’s 

understanding and experience on BEAT with/without KANBAN.   

Q4. Why are you using KANBAN board? (Continue with more why's if possible) 

To understand the process of change from the early stage, the reason of why KANBAN, among other 

lean techniques, has been chosen is investigated.  

Q5. How much support and information did you give to and/or receive from your organization and 

colleagues when you decided to change the way of working? 

The motivations or hindrances for the change are identified. 

Q6. What changes have you experienced when you compare before and after this change (i.e. 

KANBAN)? 

Differences in the three phases of change (i.e. the pre-KANBAN, the implementation, and the post-

KANBAN periods) are analyzed.  

Q7. How have you experienced and found the communication and working in this new way? 

From casual interviews and one of the authors insight knowledge in BEAT, the lack of communication 

in the pre-KANBAN period is identified. Thus, the authors have tried to investigate if the effective 

communication have influenced the rate of improvement in BEAT. 

Q8. Have you achieved the expected results? What are the future plans? 

The rate of satisfaction through the KANBAN implementation is checked. Additionally, the BEAT 

members' attitude on continuous improvements are analyzed. 

 

3.4.3 Observation and Photographs 

According to Yin (2009) observations are good sources for additional information 

helping the study of the topic and it can be used as sources of evidence in most case 

studies.  Observations can vary from being formal or casual data collection activities. 

It can involve observation of meetings and considering environmental and behavioral 

aspects of the topic. It is even a good idea to take some photographs which can be 

used to convey some characteristics of the case to the target audience.  
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In this research, one of the authors of this thesis has twice (April 22, 2013 and May 5, 

2013) visited the weekly KANBAN meetings in which the BEAT team members had 

participate and worked with the KANBAN board. There are even photographs of the 

KANBAN board presented in the thesis for realization of the topic and further 

analysis. The authors decided to do observations since changing the working process 

and implementing KANBAN is driven by people and it targets many 

communicational problems and the authors wanted to take into account the 

atmosphere of the meetings and quality of communication during meetings. 

 

3.4.4 Organizational documents 

Volvo Group’s internal portal has been used in order to collect data about the 

organization, decisions made, projects planned and also the relationship between 

different parts of the organization such as VIT and VCE. 

 

 

3.4.5 Working instructions 

The work instruction, summarized in Table 4-1 is provided by Ivarsson and followed 

by BEAT team members on both VCE and VIT side. This document shows and helps 

to understand the new standard of the operation process in the BEAT delivery at the 

post-KANBAN implementation  

 

3.5 Reliability  

Bryman (2008) recommend audio recording and transcription of interviews for 

research reliability. Although it is considered as a time consuming task, the authors of 

this paper have performed this task and received verification from each interviewee. 

The observation protocol of KANBAN meeting has been reviewed and confirmed by 

Ivarsson who is responsible for the BEAT service delivery at VCE. 

Ethical aspect of this research is divided in to two phases. The first phase is related to 

the authors’ manner for managing the study, and the second phase considers the 

ethical outcome of the studied unit company in its conduct. As far as the first phase is 

considered, the researchers have used the secondary data which are classified as either 

public or internal and have not revealed any confidential information. The interviews 

are conducted individually and all the interviewees are asked for permission of using 

the provided material in the thesis. For the second phase of ethical aspect, it is worth 

mentioning that some of the outcomes of this studied change are decreasing irritation 

and misunderstanding between the group members and increasing face to face 
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communication which gives a better and more personal character to the group 

activities. 

3.6 Validity 

The secondary data is extracted from the Volvo Group’s internal portal. However, 

there is a risk of information being outdated since the organization is always 

changing. Therefore, the authors have chosen not to use information older than year 

2012 to avoid the risk of invalid information usage. Moreover, the fact that one of the 

authors of this thesis works for the Volvo Group, has contributed to improve the 

validity of this study through the collection of adequate information.  

3.7 Data Analysis  

According to Bryman (2008), data analysis in a qualitative study is a challenge due to 

its variety and amount of information (e.g. field notes, interview scripts and all the 

secondary data). Both the selection of analytic strategy and information analysis are 

also major difficulties when conducting a case study. Without a focused analytic 

strategy, the case study will be resulted into an inconsistent time-consuming research 

investigation. (Yin, 2009) Yin (2009) defines five different analytic techniques (i.e. 

pattern-matching, explanation building, time-series analysis, logic models and cross-

case synthesis) that can be used for case studies depending on case characteristics and 

approaches.  

This thesis can be considered following the pattern-matching technique. The authors 

of this paper have recognized a pattern of organizational change through literature 

reviews. Then, they later found some similarities throughout this case of KANBAN 

Implementation.  

3.8 Limitations 

Since no all sections of the Volvo Group are involved in the BEAT service delivery, 

this thesis may not give the entire view on an implementation of KANBAN, a lean 

technique, into the IT industry. However, a snap shot of this implementation into the 

IT function of the Volvo Group may provide ideas and information to other IT facing 

similar change processes. 
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4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS  

In this chapter the empirical findings including both primary and secondary data are 

presented. First, we present the findings in the pre-KANBAN period, followed by the 

description of the implementation process and lastly, the post-KANBAN is described.  

 

4.1 Pre-KANBAN Period 

Because of various and vast amount of data stored in BEAT, the users at customer 

support teams are able to prepare different types of reports and analysis (e.g. sales, 

parts availability, warranty, and pricing), with different features (e.g. product line 

information at selected warehouse in a particular region). BEAT plays a critical role 

in the Volvo Group, as it is embedded tasks of other business areas (i.e. VCE and 

Global Truck) of the group. For instance, key performance indicators for sales or 

information about parts availability for VCE’s customer support teams are not 

accessible if BEAT is shut down (BEAT internal portal, July 2013).  

In Figure 4-1 services and solutions offered by VIT are illustrated. BEAT falls into 

aftermarket solutions and is benefitting both ‘Managed Services’ and ‘End-User 

Services’. 

 

Figure 4-1: VIT's ‘Solution’ and ‘Services’ (VIT presentation, 2013) 

4.1.1 Managed Services 

In VIT, ‘Managed Services’ are performed in order to keep user’s IT infrastructure 

operating as the ways they should, and the services are provided through a web-based 

Internal Administration Tool (hereafter; IAT). On IAT, any change requests in BEAT 

and other systems take following processes: 1) register a ‘Change Request’, 2) the 

request ‘Verified’, 3) review the analysis of current condition, ‘Approve’ the change 
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request, prepare solution specifications along with a test plan, test the solution once 

the specifications are ‘Validated’ and approved, 4) ‘Approve’ the solution and test it, 

5) register ‘Change Implementation Request’, 6) ‘Approve’ the implementation 

request, 7) implement it, 8) ‘Verify’ the implementation, 9) ‘Modify’ change, 10) 

‘Update’ the configured information, 11) conduct ‘Security Review”, if it is an 

infrastructure component otherwise skip, 12) ‘Verify’ and close the case.  This long 

list of the steps is co-performed between VIT and its service users such as VCE. The 

timing to move up a next step depends on the approval for the current step. In this 

regard, it is essential for the both parties in VIT and VCE to keep communicating 

efficiently otherwise a delay in ‘Approval’ slows down the further processes. As IAT 

is designed for any ‘Managed Services’ at VIT, it has less flexibility and is not 

completely matching the need of each delivery such as BEAT. In order to make these 

tasks clear and easy to follow, for both the service provider (i.e. VIT) and the service 

user (i.e. VCE), the BEAT team has mapped the IAT workflow into the Kanban board 

shown in a later section (refer to Table 4-1).    

 

4.1.2 End User Services 

‘End User Services’ offers supports to the system users at the entire Volvo Group. 

The services are designed for all management and non-management workforce in the 

group. Both software and hardware tools that support the members of the Volvo 

Group to perform their everyday tasks are offered through ‘End User Service’. (Volvo 

IT internal portal, 2013) The communication between VIT and the end users can take 

place anywhere, via telephone, email, or on Lync which is an internal communication 

portal. VIT also employs an IT system called VISITS New Support Tool (hereafter; 

VINST). The system is for “support[ing] incidents and problems reported by the IT 

service users” (Paszkiewicz and Picard, 2013), and each report related to VINST is 

simply called as a VINST case. These VINST cases are normally emergent issues and 

problems which require small changes or modifications. 

 

4.1.3 Challenges in ‘Managed Services’ and ‘End User Services’ 

Based on the interviews with the team members for BEAT delivery, it is obvious that 

inefficiency existed in both ‘Managed Services’ and ‘End User Services’. Quite often 

misunderstandings in the procedure and poor communication were the causes of the 

problem (Pers. comm, Högberg, 2013).  According to Ivarsson (pers. comm, 22 Apr. 

& 6 May, 2013), it was common to miss questions or answers then being confused 

about who should take the next step during the process of ‘Change Request’ on IAT. 

It was easy to lose track of who is in charge of the task ‘now’.  As the business 

solution manager at VCE, Ivarsson has been responsible for the BEAT delivery since 

2012. “Out of control and unclear [procedure]” of the BEAT service delivery at that 

time did not impress her at all, yet she even felt her team’s frustration resulted from 
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the ambiguity of the procedures. It reached to the point that the team members 

identified existence of bottlenecks then they made the commitment to fix the problem 

(Ivarsson, pers. comm, 22 Apr. & 6 May, 2013). The BEAT team members from the 

VIT and VCE entities did not have synchronicity thus, misunderstanding and 

miscommunication were occasionally encountered during the BEAT service co-

production. VCE could experience late deliveries from VIT and get frustrated over 

that and VIT was on the other hand frustrated over the long waiting times for getting 

some functions they had developed tested by VCE.  

 

4.2 Implementation Period 

When Ivarsson took over the responsibilities of the BEAT operations on the VCE 

side, she noticed that something had to be done about the operational process 

(Ivarsson, pers. comm, 22 Apr., 2013). The unclear procedures and the messy 

operations had visibly affected her team with irritations and conflicts. With Högberg, 

the service delivery manager for the BEAT delivery in VIT, they decided to tackle on 

the ambiguity of operational procedures and long lead-times existed in BEAT 

(Högberg and Ivarsson, pers. comm, 6 May, 2013). Then, some colleagues from VIT 

addressed about a KANBAN workshop offered by Application Development 

Technique department (i.e. a division for change and improvements in VIT). Since 

then, the team members of BEAT received trainings in KANBAN, and had some time 

familiarizing with the concept before the system implementation. Both Högberg and 

Ivarsson recall this workshop as the starting point of their change implementation 

through KANBAN. About supports received for the KANBAN implementation, 

Högberg commented that “Application Development Technique supported us fully. 

We needed a way to visualize where bottleneck existed in our workflow and 

KANBAN came as a solution here…We needed to wait for the [KANBAN] coach to 

help us set up the limits and so on, due to different reasons, and after we had the 

whole team available we started by ourselves, to get started at least.”  

Value stream mapping is a standard procedure in the pre-KANBAN period 

(Anderson, 2010), however, the authors of this paper did not find any records of this 

activity in this case. It was simply because tasks and workflows shown on IAT (refer 

to Table 4-1) had already played the role of stream mapping. The tasks in the IAT 

workflow are classified into some categories to match up with the task columns in the 

Kanban board. In order to prevent the confusion of not knowing who is responsible 

for tasks in the workflow, the BEAT team has colored the tasks in green and blue. 

This clearly has visualized the stream of tasks and the team that is in charge of each 

task. 
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Table 4-1: Matching IAT with Kanban board (prepared by Ivarsson) 

IAT – full  KANBAN 

Draft  In progress Requirement 

Registered Done 

Prioritized & approved CR  In progress Request 

Prioritized & approved preliminary business case Done 

Evaluate CR & approve proposal plan 

 
In progress 

Proposal Proposal created 

Proposal assessed 

Proposal reviewed  & approved Done 

  In progress Order 

Proposal approved or rejected Done 

Update change plan & inform 

 
In progress 

Development 
Development start 

Development & unit test completed system & integration 

test approved Migration to CA test environment approved 

Implemented in CA test environment Done 

  In progress Test 

CA test approved Done 

Migrated / implemented  In progress Development 

CR completed Done 

Closed (and approved in production environment)  Done Ready 

 

In this pre-KANBAN period, majority of the interviewees including the ones from 

VIT confessed that they thought the bottlenecks would have existed in the VIT side. 

Instead, the visualization of the workflow on the Kanban board illustrated the 

opposite. The bottleneck actually lied on the VCE side. Many ‘Change Request’ were 

left on the pre-request stage or on the test stage where those WIPs were kept idle 

waiting for ‘Approval’ from VCE. Moreover, the workflow was almost empty except 

these two parts of the pre-request and the test stages (Ivarsson, pers. comm, 22 Apr. & 

6 May, 2013).  

By following the KANBAN method learnt from the internal trainings, operational 

meetings were scheduled regularly. However, the team members noticed that the 

length of time spent on each KANBAN meeting was longer than what the KANBAN 

coach recommended (i.e. one hour). Then, another KANBAN coach from VIT was 

invited to guide them effectively utilize and develop their lean system. Now the team 

manages to keep the length of the operational meetings under 30 minutes (Högberg, 

Ivarsson, Lindblom & Stranskey, pers. comm., 2013). Ivarsson (pers. comm, 22 Apr. 

& 6 May, 2013) explains that the team in BEAT has set its Kanban board for 

visualizing ‘Change Request’ in IAT and ‘End User Services’ in VINST.  

 

VIT 

VCE 
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                                   Figure 4-2: Kanban board at BEAT (Amin, 2013) 

 

The horizontal lines on the Kanban board (refer to Figure 4-2) express: 1) ‘Change 

Request’ in IAT, and 2) ‘End User Services’ in VINST, and are divided into four 

subsections of ‘In-Progress’ and ‘Done’. Then, the vertical lines illustrate the task 

required (i.e. ‘Requirement’, ‘Request’, ‘Proposal’, ‘Order’, ‘Development’, ‘Test’, 

and ‘Deployment’) that are aligned with the statuses in IAT. (Lindblom, pers. comm, 

6 May, 2013) Along the adjustment to the Kanban board, three main types of change 

requests in BEAT are set based on estimated hours of work required then they have 

been handled in different manners. If the estimated hours of work required at VIT is 

longer that 500 hours, it is classifies as an IT project. Ones require between 4 to 400 

hours of work is ‘Change Request’ in IAT. The remaining small incidents or minors 

are classifies as VINST cases. This work classification has been set to judge the work 

priority and make the workload distribution even.  

Since the beginning of this KANBAN implementation, the BEAT team has set up a 

‘ready board’ for completed and delivered ‘Change Request’ since the 

implementation of KANBAN (refer to Figure 4-3). It embraces the BEAT team 

members’ efforts and success of their service deliveries, thus gives the members a 

sense of accomplishment. (Ivarsson, pers. comm., 22 Apr. & 6 May, 2013) 
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Setting WIP limits is one element of successful KANBAN implementations 

(Anderson, 2010). In this implementation case in BEAT, however, WIP limits did not 

receive much attention. The KANBAN has been operating without WIP limits since. 

In this regard, Högberg commented that a shortage of resources at VCE has deterred 

them from setting the limits but there is a possibility of setting WIP in the future.  

The KANBAN meetings for BEAT are held twice a week, and different groups of 

workers participate to it depending on their roles and work responsibilities. From an 

observation experienced by one of the authors of this paper, a KANBAN meeting can 

be carried out as follows:  

‘Change Request’ meeting takes place at KANBAN room at VCE from 11:00 to 11:30 

every Monday morning. Ivarsson, as the business solution manager at VCE, she plays 

a role of   chairman and lead the meeting. Once the meeting starts, she welcomes 

participants, gives a brief introduction of KANBAN to new members, and explains 

what the meeting is for. It starts by explanation of a pull system and continues to the 

reason of why they examine the WIP on the KANBAN board from the end to the start 

against the workflow. New participants will also receive a handout that provides 

introductory of KANBAN (e.g. the purpose of KANBAN and the different operational 

processes).  

Figure 4-3: Delivered 'End User Services' and 'Change Request' on the 'Ready board' 

(Amin, 2013) 
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A discussion about roles of the team members is brought up. “Who is the action 

owner of each ‘Change Request’?”, “who has to do what?”, and “what is the next 

step?” are then clarified. Next, questions about the reasons of ‘Change Request’[s] 

are raised. Each stage required on KANBAN is also discussed in order to keep the 

shared understandings of the operational process for an efficient teamwork. Even 

internal procedures at VIT and VCE are shared during the meeting. Completed 

‘Change Request’[s] are reviewed by all the participants in case some require re-

work and need to be back as WIP on the board. Once all the required tasks are 

completed, Ivarsson moves the KANBAN card to ‘Done’. During this KANBAN 

meeting, the IAT is projected from a computer to a wall at the meeting room, thus the 

participants can easily picture the whole events around BEAT and avoid the risk of 

having a partial view. 

 

4.3 Post-KANBAN Period 

Unfortunately there is no quantitative data that demonstrates the rate of the 

improvement in the BEAT team throughout this change implementation. However, 

the bottlenecks in BEAT have been identified and the team has worked for the 

removal actively since the implementation of KANBAN, according to Ivarsson. Now 

the team manages tasks more formally in business-to-business manner, and has 

received better responses from VIT, in terms of speed, time, and change procedures. 

Incidents caused by misunderstanding are reduced since. Despite the rate of change 

has been gradual, it has shown steady improvements each week as the BEAT team 

members from VCE and VIT have worked together for bottleneck elimination 

(Ivarsson, pers. comm, 22 Apr & 6 May, 2013). Ivarsson thinks that having a well-

established dialogue between VCE and VIT a great advantage, as it makes both 

parties stay calm and co-operates even when a challenge arises (pers. comm, 22 Apr. 

& 6 May, 2013). Having a face-to-face meeting makes it easier to discuss when an 

issue raised. “We listen their point of view and share how we see it”, Högberg (pers. 

comm., 6 Feb, 25 Mar. & 6 May, 2013) described. One of the interviewees also 

commented that he now has a chance to hear what the other party expect him to do, 

there is no chance that a misunderstanding last longer than one week because of the 

scheduled KANBAN meetings. 
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5 ANALYSIS  

In this chapter, the primary and the secondary date are analyzed based on the research 

model developed for this thesis.  

 

5.1 ‘Forces for Change’ and ‘Resistance to Change’ 

Not only VIT but also the whole Volvo Group is in the process of organizational 

change striving for leanness and efficiency. The announcements of organizational 

restructure by the CEO of Volvo Group and the president of VIT, in 2011 and 2012 

respectively, show the top management involvement in the process of the 

organizational change, which is according to Ohno (1988) a requisite to achieve 

organizational leanness. The authors of this paper think that the announcements made 

by the top management spread a sense of urgency to the employees. Along the 

interviews conducted for this thesis, the authors identified another ‘sense of urgency’ 

raised by the BEAT team itself.  As the team members were the victims of 

inefficiency in the BEAT service co-production, they had a clear motive changing the 

‘out of control and unclear’ operational process and were willing to work on the 

problem. Ford et al (2011) assert that all organizations exist in a web of network and a 

change will spread everywhere in the web eventually. VIT attests this logic through 

its motive for the first implementation of a change through KANBAN. A customer’s 

desire for realizing competitiveness (i.e. higher efficiency and cost advantage) to 

evolve in the intensify marketplace created a change in VIT. By following the logic, 

companies like VCE that employs lean techniques extensively demand their business 

partners to become and stay lean in order to gain transferable values from them.   

According to Lewin (as cited by Jones, 2004; George and Jones, 2005; and Carnall, 

2007), the sets of ‘forces for change’ and ‘resistance to change’ always oppose to the 

other in an organization. However, the authors of this paper did not come across with 

any negative comments against the change from the interviewees involved in this 

implementation of KANBAN. Then, the following question is raised: when people are 

‘inherently resistant to change’ according to Carnal (2007, p.3), why there were low, 

if not zero, forces against the change created in VIT or VCE, during this KANBAN 

implementation process? As explained earlier in the concept of ‘Force for Change’, 

the sense of urgency already existing in the pre-KANBAN period justified the low 

resistance to change. Also, Volvo Group’s familiarity to lean techniques lowered the 

employees’ skepticism towards KANBAN. Lean techniques have been a part of 

Volvo Group for a long time, and VCE and some parts of VIT have already employed 

the KANBAN system. Because of Volvo Group’s long history with lean principles, 

there are accumulated knowledge and skills obtained from previous lean 

implementations. Hence, when Ivarsson and Högberg sought for a means to solve the 

problem in BEAT, what they needed to do was to utilize the existing resources in the 

organization. An extensive yet complex preliminary search for problem solution was 
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not part of their experience. In other words, the VIT’s accessibility to resources may 

have lowered barriers to the implementation of the change.  

As Anderson (2010) explains, KANBAN is a tool for gradual change. It does not alter 

existing tasks drastically but visualizes an existing workflow and identifies backlog or 

bottleneck for further improvements. In BEAT, KANBAN helped the employees to 

identify where and why the bottleneck had been created. Against many BEAT team 

members’ belief of bottleneck lying on the VIT side, it actually existed on the VCE 

side as a result of the not well-coordinated workflow. By visualizing the workflow 

and WIPs, KANBAN fingered the source of the problem and called the employees’ 

attention to the bottleneck itself. The regular KANBAN meetings brought the team 

together, the extensive communication among the team members allowed them to 

have a big picture of the activities around BEAT, and established sympathy and the 

sense of co-operation in the team. In this manner, the team member could focus on 

removing the bottleneck by working together rather than blaming one another. Hence 

it tightened the bond among the team members for the problem solution, instead of 

creating a ‘resistance to change’ by protecting the group cohesion existed at the time. 

According to multiple studies (Duck, 1993; Garvin and Roberto, 2005; Ford and Ford, 

2009), extensive communication may suffocate the forces against change. The authors 

of this paper observed such extensive communication did indeed establish a positive 

atmosphere that encouraged the shift to change.  

 

5.2 Change Implementation Process 

With regard to successful implementation of change, Kotter (1996) develops the 

eight-step for successful implementation of change (refer to Figure 2-1). Along the 

Kotter’s eight-step guideline, the KANBAN implementation process in BEAT 

delivery will be analyzed in this section.   

1
st
 Step: Creating a sense of urgency:  

The long lead-time in the BEAT delivery negatively affected the team members, and 

irritations and conflicts among them were visible, according to Iversson (2013, per. 

comm., 22 Apr. & 6 May). Hence, the complacency among the team members was 

low and the sense of urgency was high inversely. In this case, creating the sense of 

urgency was not that important as the need of change was already apparent at the 

BEAT team level at least in May 2012 when Ivarsson was appointed to be the 

business solution manager at VCE. 

2
nd

 Step: Making a strong alliance: 

The KANBAN implementation in BEAT was originated from the determination of 

creating customer value (i.e. VCE for VIT, and VCE’s customer for VCE) by 
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achieving a shorter lead-time. Under the goal, Ivarsson from VCE and Högberg from 

VIT established a guiding coalition to lead the change. According to Fließ and 

Kleinaltenkamp (2004), customer’s participation to co-production of services is a 

challenging yet significant factor for value creation. Then, the leaders’ coalition from 

both VIT as the service provider and VCE as the service user were essential to 

evaluate the status quo and lead the change. It allowed the guiding leaders to have the 

whole picture of the operational process, instead of evaluating it from one side. 

Moreover, this coalition balanced out the power distribution between VIT and VCE 

but encouraged establishing teamwork over the boundary.  

3
rd

 Step: Designing an effective vision and strategy: 

In this case of change implementation, the goal was clear and practical (i.e. shortening 

the lead-time in the BEAT delivery), not something about philosophical 

organizational cultural change. Therefore, it seems that was not complicated to lead 

the change after all. According to Shook (2010), lean principles provide employees 

practical solutions to work on problems, and guided them to changes in behaviors. 

When Ivarsson and Högberg came across with KANBAN, they could almost connect 

the dots from the problem to the solution as they had a vision for the desired future 

state. In comparison to Kotter’s eight-step, it seems that the vision and strategy was 

developed simultaneously as the guiding coalition was established. 

4
th

 Step: Communicating the vision effectively: 

Kotter (1996) defines effective communication of the vision throughout the 

organization as the fourth step of a successful change implementation. In this case 

study of BEAT, however, this step seems not required much efforts. Most of the 

interviewees attested that the visualization of the entire workflow on the Kanban 

board helped the team identifying the source of the bottlenecks hidden in the BEAT 

operational processes and the leaders guided the team towards solving the problem. 

5
th

 Step: Empowering employees align with the vision: 

Since the first KANBAN workshop which Ivarsson and Högberg attended, trainings 

(i.e. workshops and meetings) in KANBAN were provided to the team members. 

Consequently it eliminated the risks of misunderstanding the vision for the KANBAN 

implementation. Furthermore, the familiarity to lean principles and KANBAN in 

Volvo Group trimmed out the uncertainty or skepticism towards the implementation 

of the system.  

According to Hoffman and Bateson (as cited in Fließ and Kleinaltenkamp, 2004), 

customer contributions to service co-production affect the quality of service produced. 

For instance, delayed customer contribution may create bottleneck that may cause a 

delay of service delivery. In fact, delayed contributions from the misunderstanding in 
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the service co-production procedures created bottleneck in the BEAT delivery 

(Ivarsson and Högberg, pers. comm., 6 May, 2013). Therefore, the sufficient trainings 

provided to the team members when implementing the KANBAN were requisites for 

the establishment of a synergy between VIT and VCE as well as lessening the 

bottleneck.  

6
th

 Step: Calling a short-term win:  

By giving recognitions to change efforts, a short term will motivate people from the 

frontline workers to the leaders and keep them staying in focus on carrying out the 

change (Kotter, 1996). Unfortunately no data sets of the pre-KANBAN operation 

existed thus it was not possible to call a short-term win with numerical evidence. Yet, 

the Kanban board itself became a motivation generator as it visualizes the number of 

cases completed and created a sense of accomplishment (Ivarsson, pers. comm., 22 

Apr. & 6 May, 2013).  

7
th

 Step: Integrating improvements into the system for change: 

The team has already experienced some improvements in shortening the lead-time. 

Through the establishment of better communication between VIT and VCE, the team 

has been continuously making effort in order to avoid misunderstandings of 

procedures and to create smooth coordination of the tasks (Pers. comm, Ivarsson, 

2013). They are also considering the possibilities of setting the WIP limits (Högberg, 

pers. comm, 6 Apr., 25 Mar., and 6 May, 2013) and trying not to settle down in the 

current state. Continuous improvement is a success factor of change efforts as it 

prevents going back to old behaviors. Ivarsson (pers. comm, 22 Apr. & 6 May, 2013) 

says that based on discussions in the regular KANBAN meeting that both VIT and 

VCE employees participate, new changes for increasing efficiency have been 

implemented since.  

8th Step: Embedding new approaches into organizational culture: 

This KANBAN implementation has taken place at a frontline of the BEAT delivery as 

a small bottom-up change initiative in comparison to VPS4IT.  Therefore, it could be 

an opportunistic to consider this change as an organizational culture modifier. 

However, it has clearly changed the way VCE and VIT interact with each other for 

the better BEAT delivery. Hence, this implementation of KANBAN has affected the 

team cohesion between VCE and VIT.  

By analyzing this KANBAN implementation in VIT through Kotter’s eight-step, it 

seems that some phases are not significant than others. For instance, nobody needed 

to make effort to create the sense of urgency among the KANBAN team members as 

all members aware of the problem existed. Also, the second and the third steps that 

Kotter (1996) identifies actually occurred simultaneously in VIT. Moreover, there 

was not much effort required for communicating the vision during this change 
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process. This could be a result of KANBAN, as a lean technique, having its 

characteristics to provide workforce a problem solution practically, not 

philosophically. Throughout the process of this KANBAN implementation, VCE and 

VIT have worked together under the same goal of removing bottlenecks and 

increasing efficiency. With extensive communication for information sharing and 

training one another, these two different entities have developed the synergy between 

them thus the synchronicity required for agility is also improved. In the pre-

KANBAN period, the intangible service production workflow was already available 

on IAT and VINST. However, in the scene of the service co-production where both 

the service provider and the service user need to participate, the existed systems were 

not good enough in terms of follow-up friendliness. The simplicity of visualizing all 

the WIPs sequentially in one white board has guided the BEAT team members to 

focus on the problem (i.e. bottleneck removal). The BEAT team members have been 

satisfied with the result of the KANBAN implementation in VIT, yet they have kept 

the regular KANBAN meeting and continuously improving their operational 

processes. 

 

5.3 Operational Process in Pre-KANBAN, Implementation, and 

Post-KANBAN Periods 

Some effects of change become more obvious later on as the change process 

develops, thus it takes time to clarify and analyze differences between operational 

processes in the three phases of KANBAN implementation (i.e. pre-KANBAN 

period, the implementation period, and post-KANBAN period). However, based on 

Pham and Pham’s (2011) KANBAN implementation guideline in IT, the thesis 

identifies the following operational activities and discusses their differences in those 

three periods mentioned above. The operational activities considered are: 1) 

visualization of the workflow, 2) grasping the current situation and bottleneck 

identification, 3) establishment of a new service level agreement, policies, and WIP 

limits, and 4) analysis of newly established condition and continuous improvement. 

1) Visualization of the workflow: Because of IAT, each operational task was 

visualized even in the pre-KANBAN period. Bottlenecks in IAT through the BEAT 

service co-production took place because the standardized IT system for the entire 

VIT did not exactly fit to the needs the BEAT team had. In a more specific level, the 

bottlenecks appeared as a result of leaving out tasks such as the ‘change request’. As 

Hines et al. (as cited in Bashin, 2012) states, no function in an organization is 

identical and each of them has different needs in its business operation. The 

intangibility of services and the lack of communication among the team made it hard 

for the BEAT team to adhere the service co-production as it progressed. In this 

regard, the linkage of the tasks and coordination in the BEAT team (i.e. VIT and 

VCE), in the pre-KANBAN period, could be considered weak. The BEAT team 

worked on this weakness by matching the standardized-IAT to the Kanban board, 
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with each task colored depending on the responsible side (refer to Table 4-1). This 

simplification and coloring of tasks on the Kanban board made both, VIT and VCE 

able to capture the workflow in BEAT instantly. With the move of each Kanban card, 

BEAT team members physically see the progress of their service co-productions. 

Hence, the confusion experienced before (i.e. in pre-KANBAN period) in the 

operational process is removed in the post-KANBAN period. Moreover, having the 

amounts of delivered-services visually available on the ‘ready-board’ (refer to Figure 

4-3) establishes a sense of accomplishment in the team members and motivates them.  

2) Grasping the current situation and bottleneck identification: In the pre-KANBAN 

period, the BEAT team members recognized the bumpy workflow in BEAT (Pers. 

comm, Stransky and Lindblom, 2013) due to the bottlenecks, and were willing to 

resolve the situation. Yet, the source of the bottlenecks was unclear or wrongly 

hypothesized as it would have existed in VIT side. The workflow visualization for 

KANBAN corrected this misconceived perception and detected the real source of the 

problem. Since then, the Kanban board has dominated for the bottleneck removal by 

visualizing the moves of ‘intangible services’ in BEAT. It required the VIT and VCE 

to team up in the establishing of linkages and the discarding of blame. In the post-

KANBAN period, the VIT and VCE are in constant communication and exchange 

information of their ongoing service co-production at the KANBAN meeting 

regularly. Since repetition and two-way communication are the essence of effective 

communication (Kotter, 1996), this weekly KANBAN meeting has established the 

linkage in the BEAT team (i.e. VIT and VCE) that may contribute to establish a 

competitive advantage (Porter and Miller, 1985). 

3) Establishment of new service level agreement, policies, and WIP limits: During the 

implementation period, the BEAT team set three types of works (i.e. ‘IT project’, 

‘Change Request’, and ‘VINST’) classified by estimated hours of work required. This 

work classification has contributed to the prioritization of work and the even 

workload distribution. In the post-KANBAN period, the WIP limit has not been set 

although the team has been considering the possibility of the limit induction (Pers. 

comm, Högberg, 2013).  

4) Analysis of the newly established condition and continuous improvement: The 

authors of this thesis, based on interviews and observations, have identified 

contributions of KANBAN in BEAT (e.g. visualization of intangible services, and 

bottleneck identification). The BEAT team has worked further and managed to reduce 

the duration of the KANBAN meeting, with the assistance of KANBAN coaches 

(Pers. comm, Högberg and Stransky, 2013) and continuous improvement. On the 

other hand, no quantitative data of the BEAT service production in the pre-KANBAN 

period is available (Pers. comm, Ivarsson, 2013). As a result, no numerical 

comparison has been conducted to analyze the improvement achieved through 

KANBAN implementation. Often, measurable or visible data provides a clear 

snapshot of the current condition, as the Kanban board has helped the BEAT team 

identifying the source of the bottlenecks in the operational process. The 
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implementation of lean principles requires a consistent vision for leanness (e.g. waste 

elimination) thus; a change in employees’ behavior is inevitable for further 

improvements (Bashin, 2012). In this regard, the BEAT team could be considered as 

not being sufficiently equipped to analyze its status quo at this moment.   
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6 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Due to various factors already existing (e.g. the service-user’s demand, the sense of 

urgency, and the Volvo Group’s familiarity with lean principles) in BEAT, minimal 

resistance to change implementation was found to be present in VIT. This finding, in 

line with Lewin (as cited by Jones, 2004), indicates that change initiatives found a 

way to implementation because the predominance of the ‘forces for change’, as 

compared to, the ‘resistance to change’ is higher in BEAT. The KANBAN 

implementation into the IT service production is identified to be aligned with VIT’s 

change implementation objective (i.e. the removal of bottlenecks in order to shorten 

the lead time of the BEAT service delivery). The visualization of the ‘intangible 

service’ workflow on the Kanban board contributes to identify the source of 

bottlenecks, which has been removed through effective communication in the BEAT 

team and better linkages between tasks. The KANBAN effectively deals with change 

implementation by modifying the way team members work 

One underlying doctrine of lean principles (i.e. the doctrine of continuous 

improvement) has helped the BEAT team to further excel in leanness, through the 

classification of tasks, the work prioritization, and the reduction of the KANBAN 

meeting’s time duration to name a few. At the moment there is no set WIP limit in the 

BEAT service production to mitigate an overload-work problem which could lead to 

low productivity and long lead-time (Anderson, 2011). As a result, the possibility of 

the BEAT team not maximizing its KANBAN is present. In line with some studies 

that indicate the low success rate of KANBAN implementation when WIP limit is set 

(cited by Anderson, 2011), it is recommended to incorporate a WIP limit to the 

current system. The qualitative data collected from the interviews identifies positive 

outcomes of the change implementation in Volvo IT. The collection of quantitative 

data (no numerical data was collected for the study) that may provide a good snap 

shot of the BEAT’s status quo is highly recommended for continuous improvement. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Background of Lean Principles  

 

Although the idea of pursuing organizational leanness is spread to various industries 

such as telecommunication, logistics, and healthcare sectors to name a few, lean 

principles originated in the automobile industry. The paradigm has its roots in the 

Toyota Production System pioneered by Toyota. Soon after its implementation, other 

Japanese manufacturers emulated the new production system, and managed to gain 

market share rapidly in the global market.  

Despite the proven prosperity of the Japanese auto industry, the harsh market 

circumstances after WWII (1939-1945) pushed those companies to the development 

of the lean production system (Womack et al., 1990). After the war, the economic 

climate that most of Japanese companies including auto manufacturers faced was 

extremely difficult. The weak Japanese currency and the desperation for capital made 

it nearly impossible for the companies to acquire the latest western production 

technology. Thus, they were forced to search for cheaper alternatives to satisfy the 

demand from the Japanese domestic market: a variety of vehicle types including 

luxury cars for government officials, large trucks for logistics, reliable small trucks 

and cars suitable for the local and geographical environment (e.g. mountains, narrow 

streets and crowded cities with high energy costs). As oppose to the west where 

abundant workforce supplied from migrants, the rate of interchangeable workers was 

low in Japan. Additionally, new labor laws introduced under the American occupation 

(1945-1952) encouraged Japanese companies to establish a long commitment to their 

employees, unlike lay-off was common in the states. As a response to these 

circumstances, lean production system was created (Womack et al., 1990). In other 

words, the new set of ideas had emerged for necessity and that was why the idea of 

‘lean’ had evolved continuously. This led to industries from North America and 

Europe with Henry Ford’s mass-production system to struggle when competing 

against the new entrants from the Far East.  

A five-year comparative investigation conducted revealed, for instance, gaps of 2:1 in 

productivity and 100:1 in quality of vehicles manufactured by Toyota and American 

auto manufacturers. Although Toyota produced just 2,685 cars in 13 years from 1937 

to 1950 (i.e. 38 percent of daily production of one plant at Ford), by 1990 the 

company had already caught up with the number of cars produced by General Motors 

while spending only half of GM’s size and costs (Womack et al., 1990). The research 

findings demonstrate the superiority of lean production over mass-production which 

was at the time the dominant production system in the manufacturing industry (Staats 

and Upon, 2011; Bell and Orzen, 2011), and it attracted the global attention from 
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researchers and practitioners in and out of the automobile industry (Womack and 

Jones, 1994; Demers, 2002; Abdi, Shavarini, and Hoseini, 2006, Corbett, 2007; Bell 

and Orzen, 2011). 

With the purpose of discussing the characteristics of lean production, in the following 

section, the history of production system changes will be recapped. 

 

Changes from Craftsmanship to Lean Production System 

 

During the heyday of craft production, the workforce in the manufacturing industry 

was occupied with highly skilled employees who were experienced, thus they had 

extensive knowledge and good skills to satisfy affluent customers’ wants. 

Nevertheless, downsides of the craft production era were the low volume and high 

costs of customized goods and services that only the wealthy could afford. In the early 

1900s Henry Ford’s mass production system and Scientific Management, also called 

as Taylorism, were dominant in the manufacturing industry. Companies at the time 

strived to maximize efficiency and productivity through standardization, task 

simplification and division of labor. As a consequence, workers were engaged into 

monotonous repetitive tasks that neglected their needs. Despite the high wages, high 

rate of absenteeism was quite common in most mass-production assembly plants, at 

the time. Likewise, the shortage and disruption of machineries were a common 

occurrence in the encompassing manufacturing environment. This led to the creation 

of buffers such as, extra inventories and extra workers (Womback et al., 1990; Liker, 

2004). 

The lean production system went beyond the single applications of the craft and mass 

production systems by combining the good aspects of both (Womback et al., 1990; 

Bell and Orzen, 2011). The lean production technique for instance fosters employee 

development and uses highly flexible automated machines capable of manufacturing a 

variety of customer-driven products that strategically target customer value creation 

(Ohno, 1988; Lu, 1989; Womback et al., 1990; Liker, 2004). With the aim of winning 

customer satisfaction through value deliverance, the integration of organizational 

functions including product design, logistics, manufacturing, accounting, and sales as 

well as marketing were established and the work streamline started to flow 

seamlessly. With regards to leadership oriented to initiate organizational change, 

some researchers argue that the lean approach focuses on ‘bottom-up’ and ‘worker-

led’ improvements (Womack et al., 1990). Ohno (1988), the co-founder of TPS, adds 

the essentiality of top and middle management involvement in the process of 

achieving organizational leanness, besides frontline workers. In the same line of 

thinking, studies in lean implementation have also stressed the significance of 

workforce involvement in all levels as a way to synthesize the managerial perspective 
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with the frontline perspective under the goal to becoming lean (Womack et al., 1990; 

Liker, 2004). Womack et al. (1990) points out that lean production has changed how 

we work by making employees to be respected and be given more responsibilities in 

the form of freedom to control. These changes, however, have increased pressure and 

anxiety on them. 

Along with the characteristics just mentioned above, the lean production system has 

achieved the realization of two opposing goals: cost reduction and quality 

improvements thus higher customer satisfaction (Womack et al., 1990; Womack and 

Jones, 1994). The new system with customer-centered attitude has challenged and 

exposed the obsoleteness of the classical approach that was based on a seller-centered 

mind, bureaucratic organizational structure and strict work control (Womack et al., 

1990; Womack).  
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